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	We're Hiring!


	Interested in joining a fun and passionate team that works to advance sustainability at OSU? The OSU Sustainability Office is now hiring an Assessment and Planning Intern and a Student Engagement Intern! Applications are due April 10! For more information, visit the Ecologue! 
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	Invest in New OSU Solar Projects Today! 


	The OSU Sustainability Office, Corvallis Sustainability Coalition, and Oregon Clean Power Cooperative invite faculty, staff, and community members to invest in the latest Solarize Corvallis projects – rooftop solar on three OSU buildings: Beth Ray Center, Milam Hall, and Richardson Hall. The minimum investment is $1,000, with investment rate choices between 1% and 4%. A portion of the funding for these projects will come from community investors – to take advantage of this win-win opportunity, please email info@oregoncleanpower.coop! The first project at Beth Ray Center is now fully funded but we need more investors for Milam and Richardson!








	OSU Recognized as a Top Performer in 2023 Sustainable Campus Index


	OSU has been recognized as a Top Performer in the 2023 Sustainable Campus Index, ranking fifth for Coordination and Planning, with a score of 100%. OSU was also recognized for having one of the highest STARS data accuracy rates during the recent reporting period, with a score of 97.56%. A publication from the Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education (AASHE), the Sustainable Campus Index recognizes top-performing colleges and universities overall and in 17 impact areas, as measured by the Sustainability Tracking, Assessment & Rating System (STARS). View the report here!










	Recommissioning Campus Buildings Reduces Carbon Impact


	Facilities Services and the Sustainability Office have been working together to optimize building heating and cooling systems to reduce wasted energy. Since the effort began in the summer of 2022, OSU has saved an estimated $140,000 in energy costs and moved closer to the goal of carbon neutral operations by 2025. The process is called retrocommissioning or recommissioning, which includes analyzing and improving the existing mechanical and building control systems to better meet occupant needs and increase energy efficiency. Two recent projects have included the Coast Range Building and Linus Pauling Science Center — both of which saved thousands during the first few months after recommissioning improvements. 


	Learn more here!
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    Ecologue, the Sustainability Blog

  
  
    

  Ecologue, the Sustainability Blog Feed
  Sustainability Office Now Hiring Two New Positions!
- Mar 29, 2024
 
Interested in joining a fun and passionate team that works to advance sustainability at OSU? The OSU Sustainability Office is now hiring an Assessment and Planning Intern and a Student Engagement Intern! The Sustainability Office fosters a culture of sustainability at OSU, enhances student competency around issues of sustainability, delivers projects that reduce the university’s environmental […]

WOHESC 2024 Recap!
- Mar 14, 2024
 
The 2024 Washington & Oregon Higher Education Sustainability Conference (WOHESC) was hosted from March 4-6 at Western Washington University in Bellingham! WOHESC is organized by Pacific Northwest higher education institutions and travels to a different host school each year to inspire change, facilitate action, and promote collaboration around sustainability within the region. 35 students and […]

Invest in New OSU Solar Projects!
- Feb 22, 2024
 
The OSU Sustainability Office, Corvallis Sustainability Coalition, and Oregon Clean Power Cooperative invite faculty, staff, and community members to invest in the latest Solarize Corvallis projects: rooftop solar on three OSU buildings.  Motivated by the goal of accelerating OSU’s Path to Carbon Neutrality, these projects will reduce OSU’s greenhouse gas emissions from purchased electricity while […]

Guest Speaker Panel with sustainability professionals on Feb. 21!
- Feb 16, 2024
 
Are you a student who may be interested in a sustainability career? The OSU Sustainability Council is excited to present a Guest Speaker Panel with sustainability professionals on Wednesday, Feb. 21 from 5-6pm! The panel will consist of experts from various locations across the United States with roles in the private, government, and non-profit sectors. Learn how the […]




  



  

                    

                  
                  
                                      
                        
    

    Calendar

  
  
    

  Calendar Feed for Sustainability Front Page Feed
  Provost's Lecture featuring Michael Pollan at LaSells Stewart Center
- Apr 2, 2024
 
Join us for the second Provosts Lecture of the 2023-24 Series, featuring Michael Pollan, bestselling author and sustainable food advocate. 

Pollan will engage in an in-depth... Read full story.

College of Engineering Virtual Faculty Lecture with Meghna Babbar-Sebens
- Apr 9, 2024
 
How do people respond to visualization of uncertainty when involved in conservation planning for climate-resilient watersheds?

Conservation practices often involve using... Read full story.

Starker Lecture and Open House at Peavy Lodge at Peavy Arboretum
- Apr 10, 2024
 
Join us for an open house in the newly renovated Peavy Lodge, located in the McDonald Research Forest, and hear Dean Tom DeLuca present a lecture on the nature of soil... Read full story.

HMSC Research Seminar- Roxanne Beltran, Assistant Professor, Ecology & Evolutionary Biology, University of California Santa Cruz at Hatfield Marine Science Center
- Apr 11, 2024
 
Speaker: Roxanne Beltran, Assistant Professor, Ecology & Evolutionary Biology, University of California Santa Cruz

Topic: Open ocean ecology shapes life history evolution in... Read full story.

Beyond Earth Day 2024
- Apr 20, 2024
 
Community Engagement & Leadership invites you to join Beyond Earth Day from April 20-26th, 2024!

Beyond Earth Day is a week-long celebration hosted by Oregon State University... Read full story.

The Bees Needs: Make Your Garden A Sweet Spot for Pollinators  Nicole Bell
- Apr 20, 2024
 
Backyards and urban landscapes can play a crucial support role for pollinators, especially when they contain the plants and other materials that provide food, habitat, and... Read full story.

College of Engineering Virtual Faculty Lecture with Bahman Abbasi
- Apr 25, 2024
 
From brine to mineral: Extracting minerals and clean water from brines using a thermal cycle and machine learning-based design

Lithium extraction is a vital piece in the... Read full story.




  



  

                    

                  
                  
                                      
                        
    

    Sustainability News

  
  
    
        
  
  
      
        
      
          At Oregon State, shifting sands were a research focus long before ‘Dune’ movie craze  Mar 22, 2024  
  
            

  
  

  
      
          Product that kills agricultural pests also deadly to native Pacific Northwest snail  Mar 21, 2024  
  
            

  
  

  
      
          Hypoxia is widespread and increasing in the ocean off the Pacific Northwest coast  Mar 20, 2024  
  
            

  
  

  
      
          Oregon State researchers take deep dive into how much water is stored in snow  Mar 18, 2024  
  
            

  
  

  
      
          Marine heat waves disrupt the ocean food web in the northeast Pacific Ocean  Mar 13, 2024  
  
            

  
  

  
      
          Oregon State receives $10 million grant to work with 13 Native American Tribes on hemp economic development  Mar 11, 2024  
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Sustainability at OSU (@osusustainable) • Instagram photos and videos
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            Contact Info

            
              
	Office of Finance and Administration

	Oregon State University

	Corvallis, OR 97331-4501
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